ONE-QUESTION QUIZ

How well do you know geography?
Q. To which state would you travel to visit Cumberland Island National Seashore?
A. Georgia. Located just north of the Florida border, Cumberland Island is Georgia’s largest and southernmost barrier island. It’s necessary to take a ferry from St.
Mary’s, Ga., to get to the seashore.
Source: Chicago Tribune
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Dundas Square, built in the late 1990s, is considered a sort of miniature Times Square, complete with electronic billboards. It’s a hub of activity in downtown Toronto yearround. (PEDRO SZEKELY/TORONTO TOURISM)

Winter holiday in Toronto
The arts
After an easy day of some get-your-bearings sightseeing, we enjoyed a fantastic barbecue-themed gourmet
meal at the Carbon Bar, one of the city’s many popular
contemporary eateries. From there, it was off to see the
touring production of “Kinky Boots.” This Tony-winning musical has been extended more than once since
its Toronto debut last summer; it’s now set to close on
March 6. Led by a mostly Canadian cast, the lead role of
Lola is played by a Yank — Alan Mingo Jr., a multitalented, Broadway veteran. Not only is his singing
voice incredible, Mingo’s a terrific actor as well, and
was the centerpiece of a show that literally ends with
people dancing in the aisles. The beautiful 1907 Royal
Alexandria Theatre was the perfect showcase for this
dazzling, upbeat musical.

By Nicole Pensiero
For South Jersey Times

Many first-time American visitors describe Toronto
as a “Canadian New York City,” complete with towering
skyscrapers, electronic billboards and big-city excitement — but that doesn’t quite capture the essence of
this charming destination. While Toronto certainly
does have things in common with “The Big Apple,”
Canada’s largest city is actually much smaller than NYC
(2.8 million people vs. 8.4 million), noticeably friendlier
and certainly less intimidating.
There’s also a decidedly Canadian vibe to Toronto:
Where else would a major department store use Canada
geese to make a fashion statement in a mannequin’s
display? Not in New York, that’s for sure, but we did
indeed see that at Toronto’s block-long Hudson’s Bay
store.
While not Canada’s capital — smaller, sleepier Ottawa
holds that distinction — Toronto is the fourth largest
city in North America, and one that, in recent years, has
caught up with Montreal and Vancouver with a reputation for being a hip and happening urban hub. (The
New York Times, in fact, recently placed Toronto in the
No. 7 spot for its “52 Places to See in 2016” list). Centrally located between New York City, Chicago and
Montreal, Toronto is also reachable by plane within 90
minutes for more than half the U.S.; in 2014, it drew
more than 14.3 million overnight visitors from around
the world.
Having traveled to Toronto once before in the summer
— it’s less than a two-hour drive from Niagara Falls,
which, on a clear day, you can spot from the famed CN
Tower — I was curious about what a cold-weather trip
might offer. As it turned out, the answer is “plenty.”
An easy hour and a half flight from Philadelphia,

Towering above Toronto
Toronto has many museums, galleries and boutiques
The enclosed Allen Gardens, a part of the city’s landscape to enjoy, but the biggest tourist attraction is the famed
for more than a century, offers dazzling seasonal
CN Tower, which held the title of the world’s tallest
botanical displays. (NICOLE PENSIERO)
free-standing structure and world’s tallest tower from
the time of its 1976 completion until 2010. At 1,815 feet,
Toronto has an array of downtown hotels to choose
it’s the third tallest tower in the world, and an iconic
from for people, like myself, who want to see a lot in a
part of the city’s skyline, drawing more than two million
short span of time. We opted for the recently renovated visitors annually.
(and massive) Chelsea Hotel, Canada’s largest hotel,
Along with providing a spectacular view from above,
with some 1,500 rooms. The Chelsea, located just a few the CN Tower — originally constructed solely as a
blocks from the popular Eaton Centre shopping mall,
communications tower — is home to a revolving
holds equal appeal for families and business travelers
gourmet restaurant called 360. On the day of our visit,
alike. There’s an indoor water park for the kids, a lobby we were disappointed to learn that our view would be
bar, a nightclub, two restaurants and two pools (indoor limited because of overcast skies. Indeed, it wasn’t the
and outdoor) — pretty much something for every type
best day to get a clear look at Toronto and its surroundof visitor. It’s a beautiful property, ideally situated in the ing region, we could still see plenty — and it was
city’s downtown.
SEE TORONTO, PAGE B5

SMITHSONIAN

New Jersey man is at helm of black history museum
worked in Lincoln Park and
Passaic — remains focused
on the hurdles along the way.
Lonnie Bunch has thouDesign issues pop up daily.
sands of decisions before him
There are staffing questions,
— and exactly 235 days to
including what jobs to fill and
make them.
whom to hire. And details
The founding director of
about the opening ceremothe National Museum of
nies continue to be hashed
African American History
out.
and Culture announced
There’s about $40 million
Monday that the museum
left to raise — a small
will open Sept. 24 — with
percentage of the $270
President Barack Obama
million needed, but still a big
cutting the ribbon.
nut. Then there’s the task at
Although the opening is
the top of Bunch’s to-do list:
within sight, Bunch — who
grew up in Belleville, the son moving more than 3,000
objects featured in the 11
of school teachers who
By Peggy McGlone

Washington Post

Museum director Lonnie Bunch. (JAHI CHIKWENDIU/WASHINGTON POST)

inaugural exhibitions — from
Chuck Berry’s Cadillac to
Harriet Tubman’s hymnal
— into the 400,000-squarefoot building on the National
Mall between 14th and 15th
streets NW.
“The problem is it’s been a
10-year sprint instead of a
10-year marathon,” Bunch
said. “You run and you think
you’re close to the goal line,
but you’re not. You’ve run 80
yards, but there’s still 20 to
go.”
Construction is nearly
finished, and Bunch expects
the scaffolding to be removed

and workers to leave by early
April. At that point, the
installation of the artifacts
and other materials will shift
into overdrive. Now, Bunch
said, only objects that can
withstand the less-than-pristine environment — such as
Berry’s candy-apple-red car
— can go in. After the
interior conditions are
improved — dust and
humidity are the enemies
— the staff will install the
rest.
It will be a massive effort,
and one that keeps Bunch up

SEE MUSEUM, PAGE B5
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at night.
“It’s a puzzle. It’s not as
numbingly linear as I would
like,” he said.
Some artifacts are still
being prepared for display,
while others await specially
designed cases. There also
are graphics and labels and
134 video and audio components to be installed.
“Doing exhibitions is like
putting on theater,” Bunch
said. “Two days before, it
looks like hell, but when the
public walks in they think it’s
been like that for months.”
The backstage theatrics are
being completed in a sprawling warehouse about 12 miles
from Bunch’s office in
suburban Maryland. There,
in a temperature- and
humidity-controlled conservation lab, dozens of staff and
hired specialists are racing to
get the stars of the museum
ready for their spotlight.
Renee Anderson, the
museum’s head of collections, is overseeing the effort,
which involves reviewing the
condition of every piece,
making repairs when
necessary and ensuring that
everything required for
display is ready. After that,
the artifacts will be wrapped
for transit and then — finally

Toronto

CONTINUED FROM PAGE B3

certainly a thrill. (Real
daredevils may want to check
out the Tower’s Edge Walk, a
warm weather attraction that
has folks actually walking
outside the rim of the tower.)
Favorite pastime
We also enjoyed a visit to
the Hockey Hall of Fame,
housed in an 1885 bank
building that was lovingly
restored in the early 1990s
to the tune of $27 million. It
houses artifacts, statistics
and hockey’s Holy Grail
—the Stanley Cup, which
you’re welcome to pose

From left: Linda Landry, Reneé Anderson and Laura Manaker examine a 1971 horse saddle used
by Ernie Robinson, a founder of the Black Stuntman’s Association. (JAHI CHIKWENDIU/WASHINGTON POST)

Two enslaved women and their children appear in a photograph taken by a Union soldier near Alexandria, Va.
(SMITHSONIAN NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE)

— carefully transported to
the museum.
In the lab, there are blue
exhaust tubes and bright
lights extending from the
ceiling over the half-dozen
work spaces. Conservators
work on paintings and other
fragile items in one corner
and on large, wooden pieces
in another.
The work is both art and
science. Anderson, wearing
protective gloves, handles a
Civil War-era rifle that will be
on view in the military
history gallery. Complete
with a ramrod and collapsible sight, the weapon was
used by a member of the 26th
Regiment, an African-American combat unit. The gun has

been repaired, but it’s by no
means perfect.
“We don’t want to take
away the wear, the physical
manifestations of its age and
what it’s been through,”
Anderson said.
Other objects must be
conserved to protect them
from future decay. A guest
book from a vacation cottage
on Martha’s Vineyard that
hosted well-to-do AfricanAmerican families in the
1930s has been taken apart
and, after tape and other
residue are removed from the
fragile paper, will be put back
together. On another table, a
technician is working on
Item No. 2014.30.3 — Roy
Campanella’s catcher’s mitt

— to fix the stitching on the
leather flap.
Some display issues have
yet to be resolved. If the
trunk owned by one of the
first Tuskegee Airmen pilots
killed in action in World War
II will be left open, it will
need support to keep it from
harm.
Bunch will be closely
monitoring the effort as it
ramps up over the next few
months. He’ll also review
each of the video pieces that
will complement the historic
items as well as every aspect
of the exhibitions’ final
design.
Then there’s that $40
million left to raise. Last
month, a $10 million gift

from Smithsonian regent
David Rubenstein was
announced, followed by a $1
million donation from Wells
Fargo.
“You want to finish the
campaign stronger than you
started,” Bunch said of the
large donations. Rubenstein’s
gift was timed to help that
effort.
“I wanted to help get the
fundraising completed
before the museum opens
and am hoping others might
follow suit,” said Rubenstein,
co-CEO of the Carlyle Group.
September’s opening
ceremonies are another
priority. Bunch and his staff
are figuring out how many
activities to schedule around

the opening week or weekend, and how many to stretch
out over the inaugural year.
And the museum’s 175
employees, now in offices on
Maryland Avenue SW near
the National Air and Space
Museum, must be moved into
the new building. Bunch is
well aware that no matter
how well prepared they are,
the final months will be
taxing.
He wrestles with how to
keep up staff morale and help
them recognize their
“amazing” work.
“In eight months,” he says
he tells them, “you will have
the president of the United
States open your museum.
Take a breath and enjoy it.”

with for pictures.
And since ice skating is
pretty much a Canadian
birthright, it’s not surprisingly to learn that the city
sets up a free ice rink each
winter outside of the Old City
Hall building at Nathan
Phillips Square. (You can also
rent skates there for a
nominal fee.)
The rink is slated to stay
open until March 20 this
year; it’s a fun-filled mob
scene on weekend nights.

fresh, farm-to-table
offerings. There, I savored
“Veda’s Choice” — poached
eggs and rosemary bacon
on a croissant, topped with
Béarnaise sauce.
We had an equally
fabulous lunch at Bannock,
which bills itself as
“Canadian Comfort Food.”
Part grab-and-go café, part
dine-in restaurant, this is a
bustling joint, with many
delicious menu choices (I
opted for the chicken pot
pie).
On our final full day, we
tried something completely
different at the popular
Moroccan restaurant, the
Sultan’s Tent, which offered a
tasty meal accompanied by a

mid-day belly-dance
performance.

Allen Gardens, a Victorianera botanical greenhouse.
We explored the city one
evening via a walking tour
offered by the Tour Guys,
which offers both free and
paid themed walking tours of
the city (focusing on everything from shopping, to
ghost-tours, to holiday
traditions).
Our biggest challenge
during our three days in
Toronto ended up deciding
what and where to spend our
time and money on — there
are so many choices. On our
final evening, we savored an
elegant meal at Sassafraz, a
buzz-worthy restaurant that
has hosted everyone from
Mick Jagger to Robert De

Niro (in town for the Toronto
Film Festival). This celebrity
hangout was gutted in a fire
in 2006, but reopened less
than a year later, even more
glamorous than before, I’m
told. It’s pricey, but worth it.
Bottom line: Toronto, in its
distinctive way, offers a
major metropolis with all the
cultural goodies that go along
with it, but with a charmingly
unhurried “north-of-theborder” feel. I’ll be back, no
doubt.
For more information, visit
seetorontonow.com.
Nicole Pensiero is a South
Jersey-based freelance writer
and a member of the North
American Travel Journalists
Association.

City fare
Dining options in Toronto
are more than plentiful. We
enjoyed an elegant brunch at
Mildred’s Temple Kitchen,
which prides itself on its

Calvary Community Development
Corporation presents its

15th Annual Community Awards Banquet

Hidden gems
Toronto, like most major
cities, has some fabulous
neighborhoods worth
exploring.
If you’re interested in
funky-chic shops and food
markets, check out Kensington, which reminded me of
Philadelphia’s South Street.
We were quite taken with
the Distillery District, which,
over the past decade, has
been transformed from a
former derelict collection of
Victorian Industrial buildings to a hub of charming
shops and restaurants. We
also enjoyed a stroll through

Uncomfortable?
Say goodbye to extenders.

Saturday, February 27, 2016
5 p.m.
At
Edward W. Dorn Community Center
Adjacent to Second Baptist Church
26 Pennsville-Pedricktown Road
Pedricktown, NJ

Theme: EMPOWERING OUR COMMUNITY
ONE PROGRAM AT A TIME
Keynote Speaker:
Rev. James Dunkins
Shiloh Baptist Church, Port Norris, NJ
Program Recognition and Honoree:
Outreach Community Program – Cleo Johnson
R.O.P.E. – Reaching Out in Plain English – Gemer Ledford
W.A.T.C.H. – We Aspire To Capture Hope – Valerie Lacy
SCYPE – Salem County Young Promising Engineers – Salina Watson
TLSJ – Touching Lives of South Jersey – Robert Gibson
Pedricktown Community Senior Center – Beatrice Moone

Cost: $50.00
For Tickets: Call Marva West @ 856-467-2819 or
Email @ merryquilter2@verizon.net
Tickets on sale until Feb. 10,2016
NO TICKETS SOLD AT THE DOOR

Say hello to SalemWeightLoss.com, a new source to help you on your
weight loss journey. Explore a range of topics, including minimally invasive
surgical options for weight loss. You can calculate your Body Mass Index
(BMI), meet our team, request a private consultation, sign up for a helpful
e-newsletter, and even register for a free weight loss seminar.

Weight Loss Seminar • Thursday, February 11 at 6 p.m.
Led by Harish Kakkilaya, M.D.
Salem Surgical Weight Loss Center
66 East Avenue, Suite C
Woodstown, NJ 08098
Visit SalemWeightLoss.com or call 856-281-3951 to register.
Salem Surgical Weight Loss Center of The Memorial Hospital of Salem
is an Accredited Comprehensive Center for Metabolic and Bariatric
Surgery by the American College of Surgeons and the American
Society for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery.

Member of the Medical Staff at The Memorial Hospital of Salem.
Patient results may vary. Consult your physician about the benefits and risks of any surgical procedure or treatment.

